In Situ Crystallization Synthesis of CsPbBr3 Perovskite Quantum Dot-Embedded Glasses with Improved Stability for Solid-State Lighting and Random Upconverted Lasing.
All-inorganic cesium lead bromide CsPbBr3 perovskite quantum dots (QDs) are emerging as potential candidates for their applications in optoelectronic devices but they suffer from poor long-term stability due to their high sensitivity to UV irradiation, heat, and especially to moisture. Although great advances in improving stability of perovskite QDs have been achieved by surface modification or encapsulation in polymer and silica, they are not sufficiently refrained from external environment due to nondense structures of these protective layers. In this work, in situ nanocrystallization strategy is developed to directly grow CsPbBr3 QDs among a specially designed TeO2-based glass matrix. As a result, QD-embedded glass shows typical bright green emission assigned to exciton recombination radiation and significant improvement of photon/thermal stability and water resistance due to the effective protecting role of dense structural glass. Particularly, ∼90% of emission intensity is even remained after immersing QD-embedded glass in water up to 120 h, enabling them to find promising applications in white-light-emitting device with superior color stability and low-threshold random upconverted laser under ambient air condition.